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Abstract

In this paper, we present a durational process algebra incorporating syntactic action refinement. We study its correct-
ness with respect to the semantic refinement in an interleaving model, namely the labelled transition systems. This
defined refinement is compositional over the language operators and may provide at a given level of abstraction a
timed efficient implementation for a specification.

1 Introduction

The hierarchical program design consists of constructing a program by a top-down analysis. Where at each analysis
step, an abstract program is replaced by a concrete one. This technique is known asprogram refinement. A similar
notion calledaction refinementhas been proposed as a means of relating descriptions of concurrent systems at differ-
ent levels of abstraction. It consists in implementing an abstract action in terms of a more concrete behaviour. This is
generally expressed in a process algebraic setting by the termP [a  Q] or P [�] that is a more general form, with a
refinement function� that maps actions to behaviours.

The action refinement has been investigated in depth previous years. The first attempts have considered the math-
ematical models. Indeed, it has been studied on three different models approaches, namely the interleaving [7, 14],
causality [12, 30, 5, 6] and ST-models [13, 10, 11]. It has been also investigated in a linguistic approach. Where even
in this framework, we distinguish two kinds of action refinement, which we callsemanticandsyntactic. In the former
approach, consider for instance the transition systems as a semantics domain. The termP [a  Q] is interpreted as
a labelled transition system where everya-labelled action in the transition system ofP is replaced by the transition
system ofQ. The syntactic approach interpretsP [a  Q] as a term obtained fromP by replacing eacha-action
symbol by the termQ. Many examples show that the two approaches do not coincide. This is due to the interplay
between refinement and parallel composition with communication (see [13, 23, 15, 29, 9]).

Pursuing the investigations on syntactic and semantic action refinement, here in this paper we explore them on a
timed process algebraic setting. We will focus more on the syntactic action refinement. In fact, in the last few years
many timed process algebras [21, 31, 4, 26, 17, 22, 18, 8] were developed in order to specify rigourously the timed be-
haviours of timed concurrent systems. These languages enable an explicit description of timing properties such as time
delay or time response and most of them assume the instantaneity of actions. However, if we endow such languages
with an operator that performs action refinement, it will be counter-intuitive to refine (for instance syntactically) an
instantaneous action by a behaviour that contains explicit positive delays.

�For any remark or suggestion, contact please Abdelkader Dekdouk {email : dekdouk@loria.fr}
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Consequently we need to have a language based on the assumption of actions non-instantaneity. Effectively, in
this paper we begin by defining a durational actions process algebra with ACP sequential composition, TCSP multi-
way synchronisation and time delay. Then, we investigate thetimed syntactic action refinementon this language. As
already pointed out, when performing syntactic action refinement interpreted as a syntactic substitution, in a linguistic
approach containing a parallel composition with communication mechanisms, we are faced with problems that consist
in obtaining undesirable results. In other words, the syntactic substitution is not compositional over the multiway
synchronisation. To ensure that, we constraint the semantics of parallel composition and propose a more disciplined
version of syntactic substitution by introducing an new operator calledatomicity operator. The disciplined syntactic
refinement respects not only the functional behaviour of a system at a given level of abstraction but also its temporal
behaviour, by requiring that any duration of execution of a behaviour refining an action is at most equal to the duration
of this action. This defined syntactic refinement permits to provide compositionally at any design step an efficient
implementation of a given specification.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows: the next section is devoted to the description of the durational actions
process algebra, while the following investigates the action refinement on this timed language and the definition of
a compositional and timed efficient syntactic action refinement. The investigation of the correctness of this disci-
plined timed syntactic action refinement with respect to the semantic one is done in section 3. Finally we draw some
conclusions and discuss related work.

2 The description of L

L is a process algebraic language for the description of timed distributed behaviours with durational actions [3, 16].
Conceptually,L is principally based on ACP and TCSP constructs. Indeed, in addition to the new concept of time
delay, we can find the classic ones such as deadlock, successful termination, elementary visible action, sequential
composition, choice, action hiding, parallel composition with multiway synchronisation, sequential composition and
recursion. Note, that there is no construct to express the timeouts or watchdogs since the real-time expressivity is not
the principal issue of the paper.

2.1 Syntax

Let � ranged over by�; �; : : : be an arbitrary set ofaction labelsand containing respectively special elementsi andp 2 � which represent the "invisible action" and the successful termination. Let alsoA � � be the set of visible
actions ranged over bya; b; : : :. The set ofL process expressionsis generated by the following BNF definition:

E ::= � j " j x j a j wait(d) j E;E j E +E j @HE j EjjSE j �x[E]

whereX ranges overx; y; z; : : : is a set of process variables. The constantd belonging to time domainR+
? (the set

of positive reals) is the duration of time delay,S andH � A are respectively the finite set of synchronising actions
and the finite set of hidden actions.

An occurrence of variablex is said to beboundwhen it appears in the scope of the binder�x[�], otherwise it is
said to befree. E is said to be aclosed termwhen the set of free variables inE is empty.

A variablex is guardedif its occurrence is sequentially preceded by an occurrence of an action or a delay in[E].
So we say thatE is guarded if all its free variables are guarded. In the following, to avoid any technical problem, we
will consider only closed and guarded terms denoted byP;Q;R; : : :.

Convention For reasons of convenience, we will use the symbolsjjj and jj to denote particular cases of the general
parallel composition combinatorjjS, respectively whenS = ; andS = A. Moreover to avoid using cumbersome
terms with parentheses, we assume the known operators precedences namely sequential composition > choice>
parallel composition> hiding.
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2.2 Semantics

2.2.1 Basic intuitions

The semantics of the languageL is much related to the ones attributed to the classic process algebras mentioned
previously. However, there are some characteristics that are proper to it and that can be summarised in two issues:

� Any visible actiona has a fixed duration�(a) given by the mapping� : A �! R
+
? . The mapping� is extended

to the successful termination by� :
p 7! 0.

� L does not consider the process consisting in an elementary invisible action. However there is another way to
express it, in fact we consider a refined version of this particular process that consist in assuming that time delay
corresponds exactly to an internal execution or vice versa.

2.2.2 Operational semantics

The following rules present the operational semantics ofL in the SOS style [25], associating to each process termP

a transition system calleddurational transition system(P;A;�!; P0), whereP � L is the set of states reached from
the initial stateP0 that corresponds in fact to the processP , A � � � R+ the set of labels and a transition relation
!� P�A�P which respects the laws of Table 1. Instead of(P; �; ';Q) 2!we writeP ��!

'

Q to mean that process
P executes an action� of duration' and then evolves to processQ. We feel free to suppress the duration information
from the transition relationeach time, it is not relevant to consider it.

(Ex)
"

p
�!
0
�

(Act)
a

a�!
�(a)

"
(Del)

wait(d)
i�!
d

"

(SC1)
P

��!
'

P 0; � 6= p

P ;Q
��!
'

P 0;Q
(SC2)

P
p
�!
0
P 0; Q ��!

'

Q0

P ;Q
��!
'

Q0

(Ch)
P

��!
'

P 0

P + Q
��!
'

P 0 ; Q+ P
��!
'

P 0

(Hi)
P

��!
'

Q

@HP
��!
'

@HQ � 62 S ; @HP
i�!
'

@HQ � 2 S

(PC1)
P

��!
'

P 0; � 62 S [ fpg
P jjSQ ��!

'

P 0jjSQ ; QjjSP ��!
'

QjjSP 0

(PC2)
P

��!
'

P 0 ; Q ��!
'

Q0; � 2 S [ fpg
P jjSQ ��!

'

P 0jjSQ0

(Rec)
Pf�x[P ]=xg �

�!
'

Q

�x[P ]
��!
'

Q

Table 1. The operational Semantics ofL

Definition 2.1
We will write[[P ]] for the durational transition system(P;A;!; P ) of process termP generated by the above formal
system.

3 Action refinement

In this section we tackle the technique of syntactic action refinement of the functional and temporal behaviour of a
system. First of all we focus only on action refinement of the system functional behaviour. Then we treat the action
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refinement of its temporal behaviour. So we have now a language denotedRL which is the one ofL enriched with the
action refinement operator.

P ::= : : : j P [�]

Where� : A �! finite(RL�") is a refinement function which is explicitly extended to all visible actions by
� :

p 7! ". Note that sometimes the action refinement will be expressed by terms of the form[ai  Qi]i=1:::n. We
assume that when an action has started it must finish after a positive duration, so our refining process is supposed to
be finite, non-deadlocking and different from the empty or immediately terminating process.

Intuitively the action refinementP [a  Q] consist in the execution of processP in which whenevera should
be executed; the processQ of execution duration at most equal to the duration ofa, is executed instead. In other
words the semantics ofP [a Q] represents a labelled transition system where everya-labelled transition is replaced
by the labelled transition system ofQ. This interpretation of action refinement should be regarded as asemantics
substitution. So more formally[[P [a Q]]] = [[P ]][a [[Q]]] which is defined as follows: for every transitions a�!

'

s0

in [[P ]]. Identifys with the root of[[Q]] ands0 with the end nodes of[[Q]].

3.1 Syntactic action refinement of functional behaviour

Roughly speaking, the syntactic action refinementP [a  Q] corresponds to the operation ofsyntactic substitution
of process termQ for a-action symbol in process termP (i.e. by definitionP [a  Q] = PfQ=ag see Table 2).
Unfortunately, this approach does not coincide in general with the intuitive one. More precisely when dealing with
terms having parallel composition, i.e. namely in our case the TCSP-like multiway synchronisation.

PfR=ag = P where P = f�; "; wait(d)g [X
bfR=ag =

�
R if b � a

b otherwise

(P � Q)fR=ag = (PfR=ag)� (QfR=ag) where � 2 f; ;+g
@HPfR=ag =

�
@HP if a 2 H

@H(PfR=ag) otherwise
(P jjSQ)fR=ag =

�
(PfR=ag)jjSnfag[ label(R)(QfR=ag) if a 2 S

(PfR=ag)jjS(QfR=ag) otherwise
(�x[P ])fR=ag = �x[PfR=ag]

Table 2. The syntactic substitution in process terms

Wherelabel(P ) is the set of action labels occuring inP .

3.1.1 Refining the non-synchronising actions

The more obvious example that illustrates the non agreement of the syntactic substitution with the intuitive action
refinement (i.e. the semantic action refinement) is: consider the terms(ajjjb)[a a1; a2] anda[a a1; a2]jjjb[a 
a1; a2]. These terms are not equivalent upto the more reasonable equivalence, because intuitively the latter can per-
form the sequenceha1; b; a2i, while the former cannot. This example shows clearly the non-compositionality of the
general syntactic substitution when operating on processes with parallel composition. We would propose an action
refinement that behaves like a syntactic substitution and that respects the intuitive meaning of action refinement. To
this aim, we begin by considering the general syntactic substitution and step by step present the different problems
that may appear when this operation operates on multiway synchronisation. By remedying these problems, we obtain
a disciplined version of syntactic substitution. This syntactic action refinement is compositional modulo a constrained
version of multiway synchronisation.
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Let us first begin by the example just presented above. To preserve the intuitive meaning of action refinement we
constrain the refining process to be executed atomically, i.e. it cannot be interleaved with the action of other concurrent
processes. To do so, we introduce a new operator of atomicity denoteddQe` where` 2 f?;>g (Let RLat denoteRL
endowed with the atomicity operator). When` = >, it means that the refining process is active i.e. an action has been
offered by it and therefore no other concurrent process must offer an action. Otherwise` = ? and it means that the
refinement is at its initial phase. For instance(ajjjb)[a a1; a2] = da1; a2e?jjjb and after offeringa1-action becomes
d"; a2e>jjjb. The latter process cannot carry out theb-action since the refining process has not yet finished its atomic
execution. More generally, if we consider the concurrent processP = QjjjR and suppose thatQ has the possibility to
offer an action thenP performs this action whenR has no active refining sub-process. To ensure that, we introduce
a predicatenot is active(R) that permits to test if the set of the active refining sub-processes ofR is empty. This
predicate is defined more formally in detail subsequently.

3.1.2 Refining the synchronising actions

The situation becomes much more difficult if we allow the refinement of synchronising actions. Take for instance,
the termP = ajjfaga. NaturallyP can offer a synchronisation actiona and then terminates successfully, yielding
the transitionP a�! � p

�!�. However if we refine syntactically thea-action with a non-deterministic processb; c+ b; d
we will obtain the process termP1jjfb;c;dgP2 = db; c + b; de?jjfb;c;dgdb; c + b; de? which may offer theb-action
synchronisation yielding the transitionP b�!P

0
1jjSP 02 = d"; ce>jjfb;c;dgd"; de> and then falls in a deadlock state where

no further action is possible. We notice that the syntactic refinement as it is actually defined may alter the structure
of the communication channels and so the control structure of the refined process due to the interplay between the
synchronisation and non-deterministic situation.

To solve such problem we constrain the semantics of the multiway synchronisation when refining processes com-
munication. The condition consists of saying that a synchronisation action stemming from refining processes is al-
lowed if after its appearance the residuals of these refining processes are syntactically equal. Therefore we introduce
a predicateis res eq(P 01; P

0
2; a) which test the syntactic equality of residuals of processes refining thea-action that

appear in both synchronising processesP 01 andP 02. However, when a refinement synchronisation is offered we have
no information from which refining process it has stemmed. In other words we do not know the abstract action that
has yielded this refinement synchronisation. To determine that, we label the atomicity operator by the name of the
abstract action to refine, in order to keep track of the actions to carry out. So the syntactic action refinement can be
defined as follows:P [a b; c+ b; d] = db; c+ b; dea?jjadb; c+ b; dea? which is unable to offer the synchronisation
dbea (i.e. the actiona is the origin of the sub-actionb) since the condition of synchronisation is not satisfied, i.e.
is res eq(d"; cea>; d"; dea>; a) = false since"; c 6� "; d. However the two other communications sequences namely
hdbea; dcea; dpeai andhdbea; ddea; dpeai are possible.

Now, consider the process termP = (ajjja)jjfaga. P [a  a1; a2] = P1jjfagP2 whereP1 = da1; a2ea?jjj
da1; a2ea? andP2 = da1; a2ea?. P1 may offer the sub-actionda1ea and then turns intoP 01 = d"; a2ea>jjjda1; a2ea?.
Also P2 may show its ability in communicating withP1 by offering the same sub-action and then turns intoP2 =
d"; a2ea>. However the synchronisation onda1ea may not be produced by the whole processP [a a1; a2] because
the synchronisation condition may evaluate to false (i.eis res eq(P 01; P

0
2; a) = false). As, rather than comparing

the residual"; a2 of P 02 with "; a2 of P 01, we establish the comparison between the former anda1; a2 which are ef-
fectively syntactically different. The problem here is that we confuse two different abstract events of sub-process
(ajjja) that are labelled by the samea�action label. To avoid this mismatching we have to reason in term of events
execution rather than actions execution, by the refined process. In other words when a sub-action is offered, we must
annotate it and then glue the annotation to the abstract action that has effectively offered it. Let us illustrate this
issue on our previous example. We haveP1 = da1; a2ea?jjjda1; a2ea? that executes the eventda1ea! and evolves to
P 01 = d"; a2ea! jjjda1; a2ea?. AlsoP2 offers the eventda1ea� and turns intod"; a2ea� . The synchronisation condition is
now parametrised by the two abstract synchronising events rather than a single abstract action label. Concerning our
example, we haveis res eq(P 01; P

0
2; !; �) = true because the residual of event! is "; a2 and it equates the residual

of event�.
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To ensure the soundness of the annotation, in the sense that different events are annotated differently we use a
technique that exploits the syntactic structure of the term. Indeed on the basis of this technique, we can easily show
that two different abstract events can never be represented by the same annotations. This is due simply to the fact that
they have not the same locations (w.r.t the combinators of parallel composition, choice, sequential composition) and
do not belong to the same abstract design level (atomicity operator) in the process term. These annotations are sets of
terms generated by the following grammar:

(L 3) ` ::= � j � j �` j �`

We shall use the set}(L) ranged over by!; �; : : : to represent these annotations (events). Intuitivelyf�g repre-
sents an event offered by a process that consists in either a single elementary action or a successful termination.�
expresses the change of abstraction level. An event represented by�! = f�` j ` 2 !g means that it is offered by the
componentP ofP�Q where� 2 f; ;+; jjjgand conversely for�!. We also use the expression!1jj!2 = �!1[�!2
to point out the synchronisation of two events represented by!1 and!2.

Finally, we close this section by defining formally the predicatesnot is active : Lat �! ftrue; falseg and
is res eq : Lat � Lat� }(L) � }(L) �! ftrue; falseg. Concerning the former, note that when a refining process is
active then it is annotated by! 2 }(L), therefore we do not need to use the symbol> to show that it is active. Let us
first define the set of annotations occuring in a process. This is given by the functionann : Lat �! }(}(L)) which is
defined as follows:

ann(P ) = ; where P 2 A [X [ f�; "; wait(d); dQea?g
ann(dP ea!) = f!g where ! 2 }(L)
ann(@HP ) = ann(P )
ann(P � Q) = ann(P )[ ann(Q) where � 2 f; ;+; jjSg
ann(�x[P ]) = ann(P )

Table 3. The definition of the set of a process annotations

not is active(P ) , ann(P ) = ;. is res eq(P;Q; !; �) , P [!] �� Q[�] whereP [!] represents the sub-term
R of the abstract eventdRea! of processP andP �� Q , P [�] � Q such that� : ann(P ) �! ann(Q) is an
isomorphism.P � Q is defined inductively on the syntactic structure of the process term thus:

P � Q ) P � Q

dP ea! � dQea� , (! � �)and(P �� Q)
P �Q � R� S , (P � R) and(Q � S) where� 2 f; ;+; jjSg
@HP � @HQ , P � Q

Table 4. The process syntactic equivalence upto an annotations renaming

3.1.3 Syntactic action refinement of temporal behaviour

The action refinement we have developed to this point considers only the system functional behaviour and does not
take into account its timed behaviour which can be modestly described by our language. To define an action refinement
that respects also the timed behaviour of the system to refine, we need to constrain further this operation. To do so,
we require that the refining process lasts no longer than the action it refines. Therefore, we need to introduce a means
that permits computing the duration of a refining process. This is realized by the functiondur� : finite(RL��) �
}(A

p
�R+) �! }(R+) which is defined inductively on the syntactic structure of the process as follows:
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dur�(") = f0g
dur�(a) = f�(a)g
dur�(wait(d)) = fdg
dur�(dRea! = dur�(R)
dur�(P + Q) = dur�(P ) [ dur�(Q)
dur�(@HP ) = dur�(P )
dur�(P jjSQ) = fmax(t; t0) j t 2 dur�(P ); t0 2 dur�(Q)g
dur�(P ;Q) = ft+ t0 j t 2 dur�(P ); t0 2 dur�(Q)g

dur�(P [a Q]) = dur�0(P ) where �0(x) :=

8<
:

Max(dur�(Q))
if x = a

�(x) otherwise

Table 5. The duration of a finite non-deadlocking process

Definition 3.1 letP 2 RL a refining process of actiona: P is called temporally valid if8t 2 dur�(P ), t � �(a)

The fact that the duration of the refining process must at most be equal to the duration of the action it refines
seems to us intuitive. Indeed at early system design stage we have no sufficient information on how much exactly a
given activity may last. This information becomes more precise when we concretise the abstract action stepwise by
the refining processes.

Before defining the operational semantics of ourLat processes, we establish syntactically the meaning of the
refinement termP [�]. To do so, we introduce a mapping� : RLat �! Lat that removes refinement operators from
the given expression, so that the disciplined syntactic substitutionf�g? : Lat �! Lat is only applied to terms already
reduced (also called flat terms).

P� = P where (P 2 f�; "g [A [X)
(dP ea!)� = dP�ea!
(@HP )� = @H (P�)
(P1 � P2)� = (P1)� � (P2)� where � 2 f; ;+; jjSg
(�x[P ])� = �x[P�]
(P [�])� = (P�)f��g?

Pf�g? = P where (P 2 f�; "g [X)
af�g? = d�(a)ea? where (8t 2 dur�(�(a)) : t � �(a))
(dP ea!)f�g? = dPf�g?ea!
(@HP )f�g? = @H (Pf� � (dom(�)nH)g?)
(P1 � P2)f�g? = (P1f�g?)� (P2f�g?) where � 2 f; ;+; jjSg
(�x[P ])f�g? = �x[Pf�g?]

Table 6. The formal definition of timed syntactic action refinement

Where�� is s.t.��(a) = �(a)� and� � A is the restriction of the function� to the setA.
The operator of timed syntactic action refinement is distributive over the operators of the language especially over

the parallel composition with communications. It is modulo an observational (i.e. without considering the origins of
sub-actions) isomorphism. However, to prove the correctness of these equations we are content only with the strong
bisimulation-like equivalence that is defined in the section of semantic equivalence.

3.1.4 Operational semantics

We proceed with the definition of the meaning ofLat terms using the SOS style. As previously stated the model
associated to each term is a durational labelled transition system(P1;A0;�!1; P0). With respect to transition system
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defined in Table 1. The difference here, is that the labels are enriched with information to deal with syntactic action

refinement, in order to ensure the compositionality of this operation. So, a transition is written asP
d�e�

!�!
�

Q where
� 2 �, � 2 A [ fp;?g and! 2 }(L). � = ? is introduced to express the unknown origin of the internal action
caused by the time delay.�!1 is the smallest relation satisfying the given formal system (consisting of some axioms
and some rules).Pf�=!g is the replacement of the event! by � in processP .

(Ex)

"

dpe
p
�

�!1

0
�

(Act)

a

daea
�

�!1

�(a)
"

(Del)

wait(d)
die?

�

�!1

d

"

(SC1)
P

d�e�
!

�!1

'

P 0 (� 6= p
)

P ;Q
d�e�/!
�!1

'

(P 0f�!=!g);Q
(SC2)

P
dpe�

!

�!1

'

P 0 ; Q

d�e
!0

�!1

'
0 Q0

P ;Q

d�e
.!0

�!1

'
0 Q0f�!0=!0g

(Ch)
P

d�e�
!

�!1

'

P 0

P + Q
d�e�/!
�!1

'

P 0f�!=!g ; Q+ P
d�e�.!
�!1

'

P 0f�!=!g

(Hi)
P

d�e�
!

�!1

'

P 0

@H (P )
die�

!

�!1

'

@H (P 0) (� 2 H); @H(P )
d�e�

!

�!1

'

@H (P 0) (� 62 H)

(PC1)
P

d�e�
!

�!1

'

P 0 (� 62 S [ fpg and not is active(Q))

P jjSQ
d�e�/!
�!1

'

(P 0f�!=!g)jjSQ ; QjjSP
d�e�.!
�!1

'

QjjS(P 0f�!=!g)

(PC2)
P

d�e�
!

�!1

'

P 0 ; Q

d�e�
!0

�!1

'

Q0 (� 2 S [ fpg and is res eq(P 0; Q0; !; !0))

P jjSQ
d�e�

!k!0

�!1

'

(P 0f! k !0=!g)jjS(Q0f! k !0=!0g)

(At)
P

d�e�
!

�!1

'

P 0

dP ea�
d�ea�!
�!1

'

dP 0ea�!
(Rec)

Pf�x[P ]=xg
d�e�

!

�!1

'

Q

�x[P ]
d�e�

!

�!1

'

Q

Table 7. The operational semantics ofLat

Definition 3.2
We will write [[P ]] for the extended durational transition system(P1;A0;�!1; P ) of process termP generated by the
above formal system.

3.2 Equivalence semantic and soundness of timed syntactic action refinement

In this section we are interested in proving formally the correctness of timed syntactic action refinement w.r.t the
semantic action refinement. The temporal soundness of timed syntactic refinement is obtained by definition of the
latter. However the case of the functional refinement is not direct. We introduce an equivalence relation based on the
well known notion of bisimulation [24, 19] as a comparison means. The formal comparison of these two kinds of action
refinement needs to define formally in an operational style the meaningP [�]. Its definition is based on a restricted form
of atomicity operator. The complete formal system defining the operational semantics of the corresponding language
1, that is denotedRL bat is provided in appendix A.

1This language is similar toRLat with the difference that its atomicity operator is not annotated
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Definition 3.3 [[P ]] and[[Q]] are called I-durational bisimilar, denoted[[P ]] �1 [[Q]], if there exist a symmetric relation
R � P1 � P1 such thatP R Q and ifP1 R Q1 then,

P1

d�e�
!

�!1

'

P 01 then there exists a Q01 2 P1 such that Q1

d�e
�

�!1

'

Q01 and P
0
1 R Q01

Definition 3.4 [[P ]] and[[Q]] are called II-durational bisimilar, denoted[[P ]] �2 [[Q]], if there exist a symmetric relation
R � P2 � P2 such thatP R Q and ifP1 R Q1 then

P1
d�e�

�!2

'

P 01 then there exists a Q01 2 P2 such that Q1

d�e

�!2

'

Q01 and P
0
1 R Q01

Proposition 3.1 �1 and�2 are equivalences.

Proof. It is similar to the one given in [20].

Proposition 3.2 �� is a I-durational bisimulation.

Proof. We have to show that {(P;Q) j P �� Q P;Q 2 Lat} [ �1 is I-durational bisimulation.

Definition 3.5 LetP;Q 2 Lat and R;S 2 RL bat. Then

P
d�e�

!

�!1

'

Q
def
= P

�

�

'

Q,

R
d�e�

�!2

'

S
def
= R

�

�

'

S.

In the sequel we suppose that all transition system is transformed to the one with the transition relation��
(P1 [ P2) �� �R+� (P1 [ P2). Moreover, the bisimulations�1 and�2 may also be adapted to it.

Definition 3.6 [[P ]] and[[Q]] are called bisimilar, denoted[[P ]] �= [[Q]], if there existR � 2P1[P2 such thatP RQ and
if P1 R Q1 then

1. P1
�

�

'

P 01 then there exists aQ01 2 P1 [ P2 such thatQ1
�

�

'

Q01 andP 01 R Q01;

2. Q1
�

�

'

Q01 then there exists aP 01 2 P1 [ P2 such thatP1
�

�

'

P 01 andP 01 R Q01.

Proposition 3.3 �= is an equivalence.

Proof. (see [20]).

Proposition 3.4 �1 and�2 are bisimulations.

Proof. It is obvious.

Lemma 3.1 LetP1; P2 2 Lat such that,P1 �� P2 then,

P1
�

�

'

P 01 ) P2
�

�

'

P 02 and P
0
1 �� P 02

Proof. by induction onP1 �� P2 andP1
�

�

'

P 01. The base cases are whenP1 = a or dQea!. The case ofP1 = a is

trivial. P1 = dQ1ea! thenP2 = dQ2ea! andQ1 �� Q2. P1
�

�

'

P 01 if Q1
�

�

'

Q01, then by inductionQ2
�

�

'

Q02 andQ01 �� Q02.

ThereforeP2
�

�

'

P 02 andP 01 �� P 02. The other inductive cases are easy to prove. Consider for instance,P1 = R1 +R2,

soP2 = S1 + S2 such thatR1 �� S1 andR2 �� S2. Suppose thatP1
�

�

'

P 01 � R01 if R1
�

�

'

R01, so by induction we

haveS1
�

�

'

S01 andR01 �� S01. ConsequentlyP2
�

�

'

P 02 � S01 and obviouslyP 01 �� P 02.
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Lemma 3.2 LetP1, P2, P3 2 Lat such thatP1 �� P2 �� P3.

[[dP1ea� ]] �1 [[dP2ea!jjfagdP3ea! ]]

Proof. We have to prove thatf(dP1ea� ; dP2ea!jjfagdP3ea!) j P1 �� P2 �� P3g[ �1 is a I-durational bisimulation.

The case of initial states is trivial. Suppose thatP1
�

�

'

P 01, then by lemma 3.1 we haveP2
�

�

'

P 02 andP3
�

�

'

P 03. P
0
2 �� P 03,

the synchronisation constraint is satisfied. This leads to the transitiondP2ea!jjfagdP3ea!
�

�

'

dP 02ea!0 jjfagdP 03ea!0 and

(dP 01ea�0 ; dP 02ea!0 jjfagdP 03ea!0 ) 2 R. The proof of other direction is similar.

The following corollary shows that our syntactic refinement does not affect the communication structure.

Corollary 3.1 [[a[a P ]�]] �1 [[(ajjfaga)[a P ]�]]

Lemma 3.3 LetP;Q 2 RL

[[(P jjSQ)[�]]] �= [[(P jjSQ)[�]�]]

Proof. We present only a sketch of it. We have to prove thatR = f((P jjSQ)[�]; (P jjSQ)[�]�) j P;Q 2 P1[P2g[ �=
is a bisimulation. There are many cases to demonstrate. We only content to prove the equation[[(P jjSQ)[a R]]] �=
[[(P jjSQ)[a R]�]] for the following hypothesis:P;Q;R are flat terms,a 2 S. Suppose that(P jjSQ)

a

�

'

(P 0jjSQ0) if

P
a

�

'

P 0 andQ
a

�

'

Q0. If R
�

�

'
0R

0 then(P jjSQ)[a  R]
�

�

'
0dR0ea; ((P 0jjSQ0)[a  R]. Moreover, we have(P jjSQ)[a  

R]� = PfR=ag?jjSQfR=ag?
�

�

'
0 dR0ea! ;P 0fR=ag?jjSdR0ea!;Q0fR=ag? �= (by a generalisation of corollary 3.1 and

proposition 3.4)dR0ea! ; ((P 0jjSQ0)fR=ag?) = dR0ea! ; ((P 0jjSQ0)[a  R]�). We have the sequential composition is
monotone w.r.t�=. So(dR0ea; ((P 0jjSQ0)[a R]), dR0ea! ; ((P 0jjSQ0)[a R]�)) 2 R.

Theorem 3.1 LetP 2 RL then,

[[P ]] �= [[P�]]

Proof. We have to prove thatR = f(P; P�) j P 2 P1 [ P2g[ �= is a bisimulation. The complete proofs are given in
the full version of the paper.

4 Conclusion and related work

In this paper we have reported a durational actions process algebra equipped with action refinement combinator. This
latter has been investigated in its two sides, syntactic and semantic. We have defined a timed syntactic action re-
finement that is based on a disciplined timed syntactic substitution, which is correct w.r.t the timed semantic action
refinement. This result is interesting for applications of action refinement a) to know how to implement a timed se-
mantic action refinement by a disciplined timed syntactic substitution, and b) how a syntactically refined specification
can be implemented in a distributed and timed efficient way. This work is considered as a follow-up to the various
studies done on this topic. Here in the following, we are going to compare our contribution to only some of them that
are much related to it.

In [15], the authors study the same question for an un-timed language interpreted on flow event structures. Conse-
quently, the approach they consider is denotational and of causality-oriented model. Then, they establish the necessary
and sufficientsemanticand sufficientsyntacticconditions for that the syntactic refinement based on the general syn-
tactic substitution coincides with the semantic refinement. Indeed we can say that they have showed the reasons of the
problem but they have not remedy it, since they have not proposed any syntactic refinement that considers the terms
that do not satisfy the condition and that agrees with the semantic refinement.
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In [28], the authors tackle the problem of syntactic action refinement in presence of multiway synchronisation.
This constitutes the common issue and the starting point for our study of the equivalence between the timed syntactic
and semantic action refinement.

The approach of syntactic refinement, as it is investigated in [1, 2] for a CCS-like language, is fundamentally
different from ours. Indeed, they consider the syntactic substitution without limitations and try to find the equivalence
relation that is congruent w.r.t the syntactic refinement operator. Their approach allows refinements that are not intu-
itive and therefore not correct w.r.t to the semantic refinement. Consider for instance, the processP = (a:nilj�a:nil).
P can behave either asynchronously by executing the sequenceha; �ai or h�a; ai or in a synchronous way by executing
h� i. If we refine syntacticallya-action witha1; a2 and following the approach in [1], we obtain(a1:a2:nilj�a1:�a2:nil)
that may carry out the sequenceha1; �a1; �i that we consider as an non-intuitive execution. Their syntactic refinement
does not respect the semantics of parallelism and so that of process term in hight abstract level. The above execution
is not allowed by our syntactic refinement. Indeed, following our approach, the possible execution sequences are:
ha1; a2; �a1; �a2i, h�a1; �a2; a1; a2i or h�; � i.

We have defined a timed syntactic action refinement on a durational process algebra, we have not shown that it
is monotone w.r.t to the I-durational bisimulation but we conjecture that it is so. An important issue to study is to
find the appropriate vertical implementation relation-� [27] which is formally a triple consisting of specification,
implementation and refinement function. This relation may be a formalisation of the notion of vertical design step for
the timed efficient transformation of timed specifications.
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A The operational semantics of RLbat
Definition A.1
We will write [[P ]] for the transition system(P2;A";�!2; P ) of process termP generated by the following formal
system.A" 2 ��A [ fp;?g�R+.

(Ex)

"
dpe

p

�!2

0
�

(Act)

a
daea

�!2

�(a)
"

(Del)

wait(d)
die?

�!2

d

"
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'

P 0 (� 6= p
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